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Our campaign approach
Friends of the Earth (FoE)
Melbourne is an independent
community-based
organisation working towards
an ecologically sustainable
and socially just future.
We are membership-based,
and open to all people who
share our vision. We are the
local member of Friends of
the Earth Australia, which is in
turn the national member of
FoE International, the largest
grassroots environmental
network on the planet.
FoE has been active in
Melbourne since the early
1970s. In 2015/16 Friends
of the Earth continued to
campaign for the interests
of people and the planet on
a range of issues including
climate change, pesticides
and water, nuclear and clean
energy, food, and forests.

There are millions of Australians who
are working towards a better future,
in their homes, their workplaces, their
families, and through political action.
It will be collective action, happening
at multiple levels, from the individual
to the global, that will create the
conditions that will allow our society
and economies to shift to a sustainable
footing. This will require deep and
sustained collaboration amongst civil
society organisations, business and all
levels of government.
FoE Melbourne has a strong ‘movement’
focus in its work, seeking to support
strategic and effective community action
for a sustainable and just future. This is

reflected in our style of campaigning,
which often occurs within alliances.
We are willing to apply significant
resources into ‘un-badged’ campaigning.
This means that we have helped build
community power rather than just our
own organisational power, and our public
profile is lower than could be expected.
The benefit of this approach is that it
helps empower and create space for our
local partners to step forward and fully
own local campaigns.
We operate through a range of tactics,
including involvement in government
planning processes, research and policy
development, community education
and outreach, alliance building, advocacy
and education, and peaceful protest.

2015/16 in review
The past year has been huge for Friends
of the Earth. Back in 2009 and 2010, we
re-focused the bulk of our organising
efforts on regional Victoria. This was
driven partly by the need to support
communities on the front line of
destructive projects and partly because
the Coalition refused to engage with
the environment movement once it
came to power in 2010.
We established Yes 2 Renewables, which
aimed to build community support for
a profound re-write of the Coalitions’
anti-wind laws and establish Victoria
as a leader on climate change. We
have now achieved that goal, with
the worst aspects of the VC82 anti

wind laws amended, a substantial
renewable energy action plan and a
state renewable energy target (a VRET).
FoE was the leading environmental
organisation that achieved these
fantastic outcomes.
Meanwhile from 2010 we started to
engage with Victorian communities
at risk of various forms of gas drilling,
including tight, shale and coal seam
gas, or coal mining proposals. In 2012
we helped force the government to
enact a moratorium on all onshore gas
drilling. In 2015/16 we are working with
more than 75 regional communities to
turn this into a permanent ban. A final
decision is expected by August 2016.

And while the bulk of our efforts have
focused on coal, gas and renewables,
our water, anti nuclear, and biodiversity
campaigners have achieved some
fantastic results and saw the
completion of some of our long running
campaigns: perhaps most significantly
was the fact that after more than 20
years of campaigning, the first formal
transfer of lands in the Strzelecki
Ranges Cores and Links Reserve were
announced by the government, and we
celebrated the 5th birthday of the Nyah
Vinifera forest park on the Murray River,
which FoE helped protect.

CAMPAIGN REPORTS

Climate change
Our climate change work occurs through the work of Quit Coal and Yes 2 Renewables.

The campaign against new coal and gas building grassroots power in regional Victoria
Over the past six years, we have
focused much of our campaign
capacity on regional Victoria. With a
state government that was fiercely
anti-renewables and pro coal and gas
we realised that we needed to work in
areas that mattered to the Coalition if
we wanted to change the government’s
approach to climate and energy.
We were becoming increasingly aware
of the threat posed by new coal and
gas proposals to much of Victoria’s
best farmland. We started to engage
with regional communities wherever
new exploration licenses for fossil
fuels were put forward. Within a year,
we started to use the gasfield free
organising model that was largely
developed by Annie Kia of the Lock
the Gate alliance. This has been the
cornerstone of our work in opposing
new coal and gas, and has been both
deep and effective. We have developed
working relationships with more than
75 community groups across the state,
and helped establish two region-wide
networks to co-ordinate the local
work, called the Gippsland Alliance and
Protect the West. We have worked with
communities as they surveyed door to
door to determine whether there was
local support for the proposal to declare
the area Coal or Gasfield Free. 70
communities have now completed their

door-knocking and found resounding
support for the declaration.
In 2012, the campaign launched by
Quit Coal and Friends of the Earth was
successful in securing a moratorium
on fracking, and kept it in place, and
had it extended it to all exploration for
unconventional gas, despite concerted
attempts to have it lifted by industry.
The Campaign for a gasfield free
Victoria gained momentum over
the last year while the hard won
moratorium remained in place

pending a Victorian Government
decision. Communities continued to
declare themselves gasfield free, with
average local support exceeding 95%
of surveyed community members.
Currently 75 communities have
declared across Western Vic and
Gippsland, covering a huge portion
of the area under licence for on
shore gas extraction, conclusively
demonstrating that there is no social
licence for the industry in Victoria.
During the 2014 state election, The
Weekly Times newspaper noted that

unconventional gas was one of the most
important issues in regional Victoria.
We helped farmers shift the Farmers
Federation (the VFF) on the issue, which
helped tip the National Party. This in
turn created a bidding war for the ALP,
who announced that they would sustain
the moratorium and hold a state inquiry
should they be elected.
The resulting inquiry into
unconventional gas received more
submissions than any environmental
inquiry in Victoria’s history. FoE
provided extensive research and
appeared before the inquiry, helped
mobilise hundreds of submission
and kept the issue alive during
many months of the inquiry. While
waiting for the Andrews Government
to complete its inquiry into
unconventional gas, and announce
their decision, city groups and farmers
developed increasingly inventive

actions. Perhaps the high point was
when a farmer from western Victoria
marked out a large “Ban Gas” sign with
feed, and 2,000 sheep were let into the
paddock, creating a ‘sheep sign’ that
was filmed by drone and viewed more
than 260,000 times. City and country
came together on 20th of September
2015 to declare Victoria gasfield free
and roll out a fifteen-metre scroll
painted with the names of all of the
declared communities. Among many
other colourful gatherings, we have
taken part in knit ins with the Knitting
Nannas Against Gas, carried a huge
star made of lock the gate triangles in
the Peoples’ Climate March and had a
ute rally in Spring St on 8th June, the
day the Labor Government was due to
make the announcement.
Just prior to the 8th June an Andrews
Government cabinet reshuffle meant
that the new minister for Resources,

Wade Noonan, hadn’t time to review
all of the information and submissions
gathered during the Government’s
Inquiry, and would need longer to make
a decision. A final decision is expected
by August 2016.
While this campaign was powered by
people from across regional Victoria,
FoE played a pivotal role in all stages
and in many ways. Our wonderful
community campaigners Ursula Alquier
and Chloe Alenhoven continued to play
a key role in overall co-ordination of
the campaign. Alison Marchant started
as a second community campaigner
in western Victoria. FoE campaigns coordinator Cam Walker was responsible
for the ‘inside track’ campaign,
engaging with government and the
other parties, and Quit Coal activists
put in many thousands of hours
door knocking, planning, researching,
holding stalls, forums and other events.

Transition in the Latrobe Valley
The bulk of the state’s electricity comes
from four coal fired power stations in
the Latrobe Valley. It has been clear for
several years that change is coming to
the Valley as, globally, energy companies
start to move away from fossil fuels.
Hazelwood, the dirtiest and oldest of
our plants is the likely candidate for
closure due to market forces.

Anglesea coal mine closes
After a five year struggle, the Anglesea
community were successful in having
the coal fired power station and coal
mine retired. A strong community
campaign which had highlighted
climate change concerns and health
risks to the local community created
the conditions where operators Alcoa
were unable to find another company
to bid to keep the power station open
for electricity generation, after the
ALCOA Point Henry smelter the power
station supplied was shut down. FoE
had worked to support the community
campaign since 2009. The Anglesea
mine closed on 31 August 2015.

A wind farm at Point Henry?
With the closure of the Point Henry
aluminium smelter, Alcoa and the state
government have been looking into future
uses of the site. FoE has helped establish
a consortium of interested groups and is
pursuing the vision of a small wind farm
and renewable energy park for the site.
We see this as being compatible with
efforts to return much of the headland
to public space, while bringing jobs and
investment into the region.

With closure becoming inevitable, FoE
wanted to increase its level of work to
support people in the Valley adapt to
the changes that are coming. We have
worked for some time with local group
Voices of the Valley (VotV).
VotV works to “advocate for and support
the community through consultation

and political lobbying” and was created
in the wake of the disastrous Hazelwood
mine fire. VotV has been working
tirelessly to ensure that the voices of
people who have suffered and continue
to suffer from the effects of the fire and
other pollution from coal power stations
are not forgotten.
FoE has recently been able to appoint
Kate Wattchow as a campaigner
based in the Valley. Her role is to work
to support local community groups
to create a strategy for a grassroots
campaign to build the power of local
community voices in regulating the
coal industry and advocating for better
health and safety in the Valley.

New Coal
The coal retention and exploration
licenses granted by the Labor
Government over the communities
of Gelliondale and Mirboo North in
Gippsland remain in place. There is no
current exploration in these areas. Coal
and Gas Free Mirboo North has been
working tirelessly to prevent more coal
projects in the region. It has been able
to generate support from the Baw Baw
Shire Council which has now made a
request to the Resources Minister to
rescind Mantle Mining’s coal exploration
licenses’ in the Shire. We continue to
work to support this campaign.

Re-positioning Victoria
as a leader on climate change
Apart from gaining a commitment to
a VRET, FoE has engaged closely with
state government to seek good policy
outcomes in a range of areas including
the forthcoming coal policy, review of
the Environment Protection Authority,
the re-build of the Climate Change
Act and setting legislated emission
reduction targets. We have sought to
engage and work with the Coalition, The
Greens, and independents and micro
parties in the Victorian parliament.

Yes 2 Renewables
In addition to opposing the
establishment of new fossil fuel
projects, FoE campaigns widely
in support of the rapid uptake of
renewable energy through the Yes 2
Renewables (Y2R) campaign.
2015/16 was the year that we really got
results after several years of building
power in regional Victoria. After the
review of the federal renewable energy
target (RET), the state government
supported our proposal to re-instate
a Victorian target (a VRET).
In June 2016, the Premier Daniel
Andrews announced a state renewable
energy target in Victoria of 25%
renewable energy by 2020 and 40%
by 2025. It is expected to double wind
energy capacity in the state by 2020
and triple renewable energy capacity
by 2025, creating 10,000 jobs and
unlocking a $2.5 billion investment
opportunity in the process. It is

expected to cut carbon emissions
in the state by around 15%.
The VRET has already re-launched the
development of large-scale commercial
renewable energy projects in the state.
We are proud to have played a leading role
in the campaign to have the anti-wind
laws re-written and establish a VRET.
The Yes 2 Renewables team has grown
to include 250 active volunteers,
supported by the leadership of the
Y2R co-ordinator Leigh Ewbank. With
a huge campaign victory, and new
opportunities presented by having
a state government that wants to
promote renewable energy, we are
now broadening out our work to
have a stronger focus on supporting
community-owned renewable energy
projects. Em Gayfer and Pat Simons
have started working with Y2R to
progress this work.

Economic Justice Collective (EJC)
FoE has stepped back into the
Economic Justice space after having
had a thriving campaign in the 90’s. The
focus thus far has been on the Trans
Pacific Partnership (TPP), initially calling
for the release of the agreement’s
secretive draft text and more recently
advocating for the removal of the
Investor State Dispute Settlement
(ISDS) mechanism and the voting down
of the enabling legislation required to
ratify the agreement.
ISDS is an international arbitration
process that allows multinational
corporations to sue a participating
government for introducing legislation
that might affect projected future
profits. With twenty-nine chapters and

over six thousands pages of text the TPP
fails to mention climate change once.
FoE remains deeply concerned that the
TPP will make it difficult for Australia
to implement the kind of effective
environmental and climate policy
required to address climate change.
The Economic Justice Collective (EJC)
was one of the founding members
of the TPP Unions and Community
Roundtable, and we have continued to
work closely with unions, grassroots
and community organizations and
individuals throughout the campaign.
Together we have organized rallies,
forums and worked with councils,
continuing to raise awareness of the
risks associated with the TPP and ISDS.

In July 2015, EJC released a paper titled
‘Fracking the Planet: How the Trans
Pacific Partnership will expand fracking
in Australia and around the globe’. The
paper explains the implications of the
Investment State Dispute Settlement
(ISDS) Chapter of the TPP, and explores
the ways in which foreign corporations
could use this clause to override the
Australian law and environmental

regulations to continue fracking the
planet. ‘Fracking the Planet” also explains
the basic process of fracking and presents
the current state of play across Australia,
the US and Europe, including areas
currently engaging in fracking bans and
moratoriums, and areas of community
resistance. http://www.melbourne.foe.
org.au/economic_justice

Anti-nuclear & Clean Energy (ACE) campaign
FoE’s Anti-nuclear & Clean Energy (ACE)
activists have been incredibly busy
working with Aboriginal Traditional
Owners in SA who are fighting against
plans for national and international
nuclear waste dumps.
The South Australian government’s
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission
released its final report in May 2016.
Given that the Royal Commission was
stacked with nuclear advocates, the
report is remarkably downbeat about
the prospects for a nuclear industry.
It rejected – on economic grounds –
uranium conversion and enrichment,
fuel fabrication, conventional nuclear
power, ‘Generation 4’ nuclear power
concepts including thorium, ‘small
modular’ nuclear reactors, and spent
nuclear fuel reprocessing.

The Royal Commission is however
promoting a plan for South Australia
to offer itself as the world’s high level
nuclear waste dump, and since May
2016 the SA government has been
running an aggressive promotional
campaign dressed up as ‘community
consultation’. FoE made detailed
submissions to the Royal Commission,
and also wrote a detailed critique of
the Royal Commission – these reports
are posted at www.foe.org.au/importwaste We recently participated in the
SA government’s ‘Citizens Jury’ process
as an invited witness and gave written
and oral evidence to a SA Parliamentary
Committee. We’re working on lots
of projects and upcoming events
with Traditional Owners, the SA
Conservation Council and others.

ACE campaigners have also been
working with communities in several
states and territories who are being
targeted by the Turnbull government for
a national nuclear waste dump. In April,
the federal government that just one of
the sites remains under consideration
– Aboriginal land in the Flinders
Ranges of SA. ACE activists have been
working closely with Adnyamathanha
Traditional Owners who are united in
their opposition to the proposed dump,
and we have made numerous trips to
the Flinders Ranges as well as hosting
a Melbourne visit by Adnyamathanha
Traditional Owners Regina and Vivianne
McKenzie to raise awareness about
their struggle (the responsible minister
is Kooyong MP Josh Frydenberg).
FoE has also been deeply engaged
with the broader policy debates
about responsible radioactive waste
management policies. More information
is posted at www.foe.org.au/waste

Forests, biodiversity and water
Cores and Links Reserve
- Strzelecki Ranges

Strzelecki Koalas
The Strzelecki Koala is a significant
sub-species of koala, only found in
south eastern Victoria. Given the
limited genetic makeup of koalas across
the state (due to relocation programs
over many years from a very small
initial population base) the Strzelecki
Koala is seen as being important for
the overall health of the species.
In late 2015 FoE produced a poster
which has since been distributed
throughout the Gippsland region
requesting that land owners allow
FoE to survey their properties for koalas.
A number of properties were surveyed
but it became evident that to properly
understand both the location and
preferred tree species of the Strzelecki
Koala, surveys would have to move into
the south and west Gippsland regions.
Preferred tree species for the Strzelecki
Koala in the Eastern Strzelecki’s are
Mountain Grey Gum and Bluegum,
however this is not the case for the
entire ranges.

Over 2015-16 FoE conducted
approximately 60 koala site surveys
throughout the Strzeleckis, with
approximately 80% of these occurring
in the almost entirely cleared west
and southern Strzeleckis. Already it is
evident that Swamp Gum is the clear
favourite for koalas in the south and
west, followed by the very rare and
threatened Strzelecki Gum. Manna
Gum is a koala favourite in the coastal
regions, however FoE has been
surprised by the lack of large stands
of Manna Gum.
It is hoped that the Koala surveys will
continue into early 2017 and the results
will then be sent to a scientist who
will analyse the data and produce a
scientifically credible report. We hope
that the end result for all of this hard
work will be better protection of the
Strzelecki Koala, Victoria’s only endemic
koala population.

Between 1999 and 2006, FoE worked
extensively to pressure the Victorian
Government to create a 8,500ha
Rainforest Reserve in Strzelecki Ranges.
A deal protecting key areas was made
in 2006 by the Bracks Government, and
then altered radically by the Brumby
Government in 2008. Under the
Brumby plan, logging was allowed to
occur in 1,500ha of the reserve. Once
properly regenerated, the logged (and
unlogged areas) would then be added
to the States Reserve system.
In May 2016 FoE attended meetings
with government regarding the status
of the Strzelecki Cores and Links
Reserve. It now appears that the
first portions of the Reserve will be
handed back to the State in late 2016
or early 2017. The first handover will
include College Creek, a site of National
Conservation Significance, ten years
it was supposed to be protected and
twenty years after protection for this
catchment was first proposed by our
ally Friends of Gippsland Bush. College
Creek contains very significant old
growth cool temperate rainforest
and tall eucalyptus forests.

River Country campaign
In June 2015, our long running Barmah
Millewa campaign (BMC) re-launched
as the River Country campaign, with a
broad mandate to protect our inland
river country in conjunction with
traditional owner groups.
With the Wadi Wadi community and
Friends of Nyah Vinifera, we celebrated
the 5th anniversary of the creation of
the Nyah Vinifera forest park on the
Murray River in north west Victoria.
In 2015/16 the River Country Campaign
has worked on the ground with
communities to protect and enhance
River Red Gum floodplain health and
fought destructive ‘logging trials’ in
NSW. We have received a small amount
of funding through one off and monthly
donations that has allowed us to employ
a campaign coordinator an average of
1.5 days a week over the year.
We have finished our Indigenous
Protected Area research and outreach.
We worked with several key volunteers
and visited several Traditional Owner
(TO) groups that were running an IPA,
in the consultation process or another
form of Indigenous land management.
We also distributed hundreds of
educational posters and will be
launching the official report on ‘IPA’s
and other forms of Indigenous Land
Management in Victoria and NSW’ in
the next month.
We continued to work with Wadi
Wadi TO’s on trying to figure out
the best way forward to achieving
management of the Nyah-Vinifera

Park. We ran a petition calling on the
State Government to give them comanagement of the Park and lobbied
the Minister for Environment to actively
reach a solution. Unfortunately after
several meeting and negotiations it
looks like the State Government are not
honouring the initial promise for comanagement and making Wadi Wadi
choose between going through Native
Title or the Victorian Traditional Owner
Settlement Act. We are working with
Wadi Wadi on next-steps and they are
voicing a strong desire for a hand back
of the Park.
We built a strong base of volunteers
and community members around the
Nyah-Vinifera Park who have been
working on advocating for the Park’s
health, training on health surveying
and completing on-ground work.
We applied for and received a State
Government Threatened Species Grant,
which we will acquit in November. It
included working with an ecologist
and training up locals to be able to
survey threatened plant species and
bush foods within the Park. We are
also completing weeding works in the
Park, as the local Rangers are totally
over-stretched. Our aim is to show that
community care about the Park and by
completing on-ground work ourselves
and documenting the health of the
Park over the long-term we will build
a stronger case for increasing annual
resourcing for the Park.
This year was also spent embroiled in
a sudden fight to try and stop logging
in the precious Millewa National

Pesticides

Roadside vegetation network
Park in NSW. We learnt that federal
environment minister Greg Hunt had
approved the ‘ecological thinning trial’
in February. We knew this was going
to be a disaster for the Park, using
conventional logging machinery to
fell trees up to 40cm in diameter in
a Ramsar listed wetland. We had an
online campaign to get Minister Hunt
to cancel the approval, lobbied both
the Federal and State Governments,
liaised with locals and Yorta Yorta
people and ran citizen science trips.
However the logging quickly began so
we went out on several trips to check
their regulations and count over-sized
trees. We were able to gain significant
social media traction and an article
in the Sydney Morning Herald from
some shocking photographs of the
logging. We are continuing to keep an
eye on the Park and if the NSW State
Government plans to do this in other
Parks across the State.

We continued to work with a range
of local groups concerned about the
destruction of significant roadside
vegetation in regional Victoria. Key points
of concern in 2015/16 were the major
upgrade of the Western Highway and
roadworks around Rushworth in north
east Victoria. In order to make it easier for
members of the community to engage
on these issues, we helped establish the
Save Roadside Trees website.
https://saveroadsidetrees.com/

FoE continues to research the
environmental and public health
impacts of widespread pesticide use
in land management practices. Over
the past year, we have focused on
domestic use of pesticides, educating
the community to the health and
environmental threats of pesticides
and alternatives. For instance, we
produced a flyer ‘Think Before You
Spray’, which details the pesticides
sold over the counter for garden use
and the risk of contamination of
storm water and waterways by these
pesticides. A number of pesticides have
recently been detected in Melbourne
waterways. Of most concern appear
to be the herbicide Simazine and its
metabolite Deisopropyl Atrazine.
Simazine is only allowed to be used on
pathways and driveways by landowners
and it is bewildering to see this
herbicide being the most frequently
detected pesticide in Melbourne
waterways. Other pesticides of concern
include, Imidacloprid, Bifenthrin, MCPA,
Triclopyr, Dicamba, Tebuconazole,
Trfloxystrobin and Glyphosate.

Other projects
The Green Pledge
The third annual Green Pledge was held
in 2015/16, and raised funds for FoE
Melbourne. Individuals who sign up
to the Pledge are asked to choose five
lifestyle actions in order to reduce their
carbon emissions by up to 50%, and also
help to create broader political change.

Dirt Radio
Over the past year, Dirt Radio has covered
all the major FoE Melbourne based
campaigns as well as reporting on FoE
work around Australia and internationally.

https://www.thegreenpledge.net/

Highlights during the
past 12 months include:
Former Dirt Radio interview guests
organized for a 3CR station wide two
week special series of interviews and
commentaries leading up to the climate
talks in Paris for COP21. A biography
focused series of extended interviews
with long-time FoE/environmental
campaigners. As well as an interview
series looking at female environmental
activists and organisers at FoE and
beyond creating broadcast space for
environmental activists, researchers
and writers outside of FoE to discuss
their work.

Friends of the Earth Food Co-op
The Friends of the Earth Food Co-op has been in operation since 1975 and in
2015/16, continues to promote sustainable and bulk shopping with a strong focus on
minimising packaging and providing customers with an economical source of organic,
biodynamic, spray free and ethically sourced food and groceries. The café serves a daily
menu of nutritious vegan organic fare, serving to inspire and engage customers in the
act of choosing to consume sustainably. Discounts are provided for those who bring
their own beverage container and take-away packaging is compostable.

Hosting Community Events

Perry Street Festival

The café space within the Food Co-op
is available after hours to Friends of the
Earth campaigns, affiliate groups and
creative and community groups that fit
the FoE ethos. The Co-op also provides
some catering options although most
of these events are self-catered.

The Perry Street Festival is a one day
community festival held predominantly
outdoors in Perry St, which runs
alongside Friends of the Earth
Melbourne. Designed to promote
and encourage community and
sustainability the Festival showcases
local artists and musicians, organic and
vegan food stalls and sustainable and
fair-trade goods stalls.

Some of the events that the Food Co-op
has hosted in the financial year 2015-16:
Quit coal and Gas Free Community
info night; Green Pledge Launch and
info night; How to Make trouble and
Influence People diary and book launch;
ACE info night; Beyond the Bars; Market
Forces Night; MADGE info night; March
Against Monsanto; a number of films
nights for other community groups;
Yes2Renewables info night.

The Co-op was awarded a grant for
$3,000 through the Yarra City Council
Annual Grant program 2015. This was
crucial for the basic infrastructure for
the Festival, providing funding for the
stage, sound set-up and publicity.

Organising Community Events
The Food Co-op has hosted a number
of events in 2015/16, actively engaging
relevant community organisations and
individuals to promote and support a
broad range of themes.
Some highlights include:
The 3CR Breakfast Series was hosted
by the Food Co-op and has been for a
number of years. As part of the event a
free organic vegan breakfast is provided
and all members of the community are
welcome. The 3CR Breakfast program
is broadcast live from the FoE premises
and showcases live local music as well
as in depth coverage of environmental
issues, local Indigenous issues and

discussion platforms and other relevant
local community issues. Campaigners
from Friends of the Earth were invited
to speak and present segments
highlighting FoE campaigns. This event
was a collaboration between FoE Food
Co-op and 3CR, with funding from the
Yarra City Council to cover costs.
This years FoE donor dinner was also
catered for and hosted by the Food
Co-op. A special and intimate dining
experience was offered to past, current
and future donors. A four course organic,
seasonal and vegan menu was created
by the Co-op specifically for the event.
The Food Co-op also hosted a workshop
with South Korean artist Yunkyung.

Judy Lazarus Centre (JLC) Program and Correctional Based Order (CBO) Program

Community Programs

The CBO program provides people with
a Community Based Order through
petty offences and opportunity to work
off their hours as a volunteer at the
Food Co-op. The order length varies
from a few weeks to up to a year. The
JLC program provides placement at the
café for those transitioning from long
term incarceration to Parole, with the

We support a number of community
programs, in conjunction with a range
of partner organisations, local Council
and government departments.

aim of helping those involved integrate
back into society. Both programs
provide the Co-op with workers who
are engaged for a specific amount of
time, on a regular day, over the period of
which skills and tasks are developed to
suit the allocated timeframe. Workers
can become a crucial and valuable part
of the day to day running of the shop.

They also build and develop new skills,
are given trust and responsibility and
are appropriately supported throughout
the experience. Most participants
develop greater confidence, hospitality
and retail skills and a greater awareness
of environmental issues particularly
relating to food.

Work Experience
The Food Co-op has continued to take
on work experience students from
secondary schools in the local area.
This has provided the participants with
an insight into working as part of a
Co-op, developing skill and experience
in hospitality and retail, working as
part of an NGO and learning about
the impact of food politics in terms of
sustainability, food-miles, organics and
pesticides. They also gain experience
in preparing nutritious and balanced
vegan food, which helps promote
conscious consumption of food.

Café Meals Program
The Café Meals Program is run in
partnership with the City of Yarra to
provide quality nutritious food to those
who would otherwise not have access.
Members of the program can receive
$12 of food for the cost of $3 with
Yarra City Council making up the $9
difference. The program also provides
an opportunity for members to
socialise outside regular outlets and is a
much more interactive and potentially
educational shopping experience than
conventional retail. The Food Co-op
continues to build connections and
relationships with members.

THE ORGANISATION
Organisational changes and milestones
Harry Cossar-Gilbert has gone travelling
after co-ordinating the Green Pledge
program. Thanks Harry. Max Schultz has
taken on co-ordinating this program.
Our finances coordinator Gaye
McCulloch left and was replaced
by the wonderful Tara Stevenson.
Congratulations to our coal and gas
campaigner Ursula Alquier, who
received an Australia Day award from
Baw Baw Shire Council.
With the Wadi Wadi community and
Friends of Nyah Vinifera, we celebrated
the 5th anniversary of the creation of the
Nyah Vinifera forest park on the Murray
River in north west Victoria. FoE played a
key role in the creation of this park.
In late 2016 we are anticipating the first
formal transfer of land into the Strezlecki
Cores and Links Reserve. FoE campaigner
Anthony Amis and Friends of Gippsland
Bush campaigner Suzie Zent have
worked for more than 15 years to
achieve this significant outcome.
Congratulations to Anthony and Suzie.

Finances and fund raising over view
The upstairs campaign office has worked
hard to continue building our income. Our
core team is composed of a campaigns
co-ordinator, membership development
officer, finance manager and operations
co-ordinator. These positions are funded
by membership, donations, fund raising
and direct debit income. Our efforts
are paying off, with good responses to
our appeals and an improvement in our
overall financial situation.
We have built our overall supporter
base significantly over the past year.
The Green Pledge program is in it’s
third year and is now an annual event.
Campaigns are responsible for their
own fund raising, with support from
the operations staff.
The downstairs food co-op and cafe
provide considerable financial support
to the campaigns, not least through
paying the bulk of the rent on the
building, therefore greatly reducing
overheads for the campaign collectives.
A copy of our audited financial report
is available upon request.

Governance

Thanks!

FoE’s Committee of Management
(called the Policy and Accountability
Collective, or PAC), has responsibility
for oversight of finances, strategic
development, and governance and risk
assessment for the organisation.

To the following people, foundations,
businesses and organisations who
supported our work over the last year:

The members of the PAC in 2015/16:

To the artists that have provided
work for our newsletters.

Rodney Vlais chair
Rob Lucas - treasurer
David Robertson co-chair
Samantha Castro - secretary
Campbell Walker
Beth Cameron
On a day to day level all campaign
collectives manage their own affairs.
Once a month all campaigns attend
the strategy meeting, which is where
whole of organisation decisions are
taken. The Committee of Management
(PAC) acts in an oversight role to
strategy. The Fund Committee is
responsible for decisions regarding
allocations of donations received.
All members are encouraged to take an
active role in the organisation and are
eligible to stand for the PAC and Fund
Committee, members of which are
appointed each year at the AGM.
There are regular campaigners’ meetings
and working groups are established as
needed to deal with specific issues.

Our graphic designer Tess Sellar
Pat Mackle of Avant card

To the many artists who provided
work for our In Terra art auction, which
raised funds for our anti nuclear and
clean energy campaign
Big thanks to Jess Turchet who coordinated our external communications
during the year. Jess has now returned
to Canada.

Thanks to Jo Finburgh who is on leave
from FoE England, Wales and Northern
Ireland. She provided great experience
and support to our fund raising efforts
during the year.

Donors
Many thanks to our many members and
monthly donors (Active Friends) who
support our work, and to the following:
CSG Free Seaspray
Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (VIC)
Euphonic Investments
Girl Phoenix PL
Infigen Energy Pty Ltd

Minax Uriel Pty Ltd
Schudmak Family Foundation PL
Senvion Australia PL
The Angel Fund
West Wind Energy PL

Staff
Fund-raising and membership
development: Phil Evans
Membership development support:
Max Schultz
Finance Coordinator:
Gaye McCulloch/ Tara Stevenson
Operations Coordinator:
Samantha Castro
Food Co-Op Coordinators:
Beth Cameron, Karri Cameron,
Genevieve Fry

Community Campaigners:
Coal and gas: Chloe Aldenhoven,
Ursula Alquier, Alison Merchant
LaTrobe Valley Campaigner
Kate Wattchow
Anti Nuclear:
State Coordinator: Gem Romuld
National Coordinator: Jim Green
Public Transport Not Traffic:
Cait Jones and Berish Bilander

Campaigns Coordinator: Cam Walker

Volunteer conveners
& key volunteers:

Plantations/Pesticides: Anthony Amis

Economic Justice Collective: Kat Moore

River Country Campaign Coordinator:
Morgana Russell   

Indigenous Solidarity – Latin America:
Marisol Salinas

Yes 2 Renewables. Coordinator:
Leigh Ewbank

Quit Coal Campaign:
all the wonderful activists of QC

Community energy Coordinator:
Em Gayfer

Dirt Radio (3CR): John Langer

Clean Tech Jobs Coordinator:
Pat Simons

Food Co-op & Cafe:
all the hard working volunteers

The Green Pledge: Harry Cossar-Gilbert

Financial Report 2015
Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2016
2016 $

2015 $

240,468.38
368.257.49
3,329.04
37,887.25
75,402.31
725,344.47

274,775.60
364,806.12
3,332.96
46,043.64
72,136.73
761,095.05

3,836.35
3,836.35
729,180.82

5,397.55
5,397.55
766,492.60

60,498.08
39,760.19
0.00
27,945.07
68,690.12
196,893.46

62,671.62
21,087.12
0.00
23,659.50
52,464.09
159,882.33

0.00
76,464.97
76,464.97
273,358.43
455,822.39

0.00
47,639.13
47,639.13
207,521.45
558,971.15

317,927.74
(103,148.78)
(58,523.96)
156,255.02
241,043.41
58,523.96
299,567.37
455,822.390

271,456.22
236,982.27
(190,510.75)
317,927.74
50,532.66
190,510.75
241,043.41
558,971.15

Assets
Current assets

Statement by members of the PAC
Management Committee
In the opinion of the members of the
committee the financial report:
• Represents a true and fair view of the
financial position of Friends of the
Earth (Melbourne) Inc as at 30 June
2016 and its performance for the year
ended on that date in accordance with
the Australian Accounting Standards,
mandatory professional reporting
requirements and other authoritive
pronouncements of the Australian
Accounting Standards Board.
• At the date of this statement, there
are reasonable grounds to believe that
Friends of the Earth (Melbourne) Inc
will be able to pay its debts as and
when they fall due.
This statement is made in accordance
with a resolution of the
Committee and is signed for and
on behalf of the Committee by:

Samantha Castro, Collingwood, Victoria

Cash on hand and at bank
Short-term bank deposits
Receivables
Inventories on hand
Sundry debtors
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Plant and equipment
Total non-current assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade accounts payables
General accounts payable
Grants/income received in advance
Employee accrued expenses
Employee provisions
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Other accounts payable
Employee provisions
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Retained surplus & reserve
Opening retained surplus
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Transfer from/(to) building reserve
Closing retained surplus
Opening balance building reserve
Transfer from/(to) retained surplus
Closing balance building reserve
Total surplus & reserve

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive
Income for the Year ended 30 June 2016
2016 $

2015 $

746,626.30
6,302.20
15,440.10
353,375.06
16,912.54
160,938.93
13,674.42
33,670.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,346,939.72

707,653.50
11,408.23
12,946.09
394,028.52
10,030.95
195,136.63
13,426.72
34,162.26
0.00
0.00
127,178.25
1,505,971.15

403,229.50
3,627.80
740,482.04
70,067.10
88,999.42
11,162.28
39,987.08
9,454.02
9,774.50
2,113.93
2,922.69
17,163.33
4,350.00
43,920.79
2,834.00
0.00
0.00
1,450,088.48
103,148.76
$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
103,148.76

369,232.62
9,428.40
585,294.88
108,548.06
76,617.90
9,501.18
53,964.39
8,145.60
5,873.28
5,081.96
3,075.74
13,829.33
4,248.00
(1,628.46)
17,776.00
0.00
0.00
1,268,988.88
236,982.27
$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
236,982.27

Revenue
Food Co-op Sales
Merchandise Sales
Membership Subscription
Donations
Fundraising
Grant Income
Bank Interest
Miscellaneous Income
Consultancy
Proceeds on sales of Fixed Assets
Legacies & Bequest
Expenditure
Cost of Goods Sold - Food Co-op
Cost of Goods Sold - Merchandise
Wages and Assoc. Cost
Administration Expenses
Rent and Outgoings
Fundraising Expenses
Campaigning Cost (inc Travel)
Bank Charges & Fees
Donations
Depreciation & Amortisation
Insurance
Gas, Electricity & Water
Audit Fees - Audit or Reviewing the Financial Report
Miscellaneous Expenses
Consultants
Legal & Government Fees
Advertising
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to Profit or Loss
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to Profit or Loss
Total comprehensive income for the year
Total comprehensive income attributable to the members

Friends of the Earth
Melbourne Inc
Address: 312 Smith Street,
Collingwood
Postal:

Box 222, Fitzroy, 3065

Phone:

03 9419 8700

Toll Free 1300 852 081
(outside Melbourne):
Email:

foe@melbourne.foe.org.au

Website: www.melbourne.foe.org.au
ABN No: 68 918 945 471
This report covers the financial year 2015/16

